Top 5 Tips & Tricks

1) Have multiple basemaps in one map
   - Copy/Paste from one map to another
   - Add directly from the Living Atlas

2) Heat map symbology to Kernel Density GP tool

3) Create Layer from Selection
   - LayerFromSelection toolbox

4) Editing Grids

5) Scroll around the world
   - Map Frame > Properties > Coordinate Systems > Enable wrapping around the date line

If we have time...

• Use “Favorites” in the Pro 2.0 Catalog Pane
• “Locate” in a feature class, not only in the geocoder
• Change area units in fields

• Read the ArcGIS Pro Tips and Tips ArcGIS Blog
• PRACTICE!
  • Do your day-to-day work in Pro
  • Try ArcMap web courses in Pro
1) Multiple basemaps in one map
2) Heat map to Kernel Density tool
3) Create layer from selection

Create a feature layer from an existing feature layer selection
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Geoprocessing Sample
4) Editing grids
5) Scroll around the world